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LISTINGS ON
DEMAND
How to generate as many 
residential property listings
as you’ll ever need
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Here’s the problem

New listings are the lifeblood of every real estate agency. The problem is that most agencies fall into one of 
three categories when it comes to listing acquisition.    
            

1. They have a formalised marketing and listing acquisition process, but it’s expensive 

2. They rely on word-of-mouth, naturally winning enough new listings to survive but not really thrive.

3. The agent is responsible for generating listings, but then gets too busy servicing new clients so the 
momentum stops.

                    
Imagine if you could generate listings on demand? Imagine if qualified leads were coming to you all year 
long, ready to become your next listing?
                    
It’s actually possible.
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The Million Dollar Month

On a not so long ago flight from Sydney to Los Angeles, I was introduced to a business person I knew by 
name and reputation, but had never met personally. 

I had heard stories of how he recently had to start a new business from scratch, with no client lists, and had 
generated an extraordinary amount of revenue in just one month.

It sounded too good to be true and I wondered how much of this was myth and exaggeration. Yet here I 
was, high above the pacific, sitting in the business class bar talking to the man himself. 

For the next few hours, over several bottles of red wine, he told me his story and it forever changed the way 
I looked at business and marketing. 

Rob had been in business for 25 years and was well known and highly successful in his industry niche in 
Australia. But suddenly, in a business partnership that had taken a turn for the worse, he found himself out 
of his own company with no clients and no revenue coming in. 

They say that when your back is to the wall and you have nothing left to lose, you can find the strength or 
ability to do things you didn’t think were possible. And that’s exactly what Rob did.

Rob decided to focus on a niche in another country (USA), where nobody knew him or of his previous 
success and reputation. 

Through brute force, determination and a considerable amount of self-belief Rob contacted a list of 150,000 
people who could potentially use his consulting services. A percentage of those showed a certain amount of 
interest and responded to his initial contact. 

Rob then qualified the respondents and set up a series of 30 minute calls with the most suitable. Hundreds 
of calls, done early in the morning Australian time in order to suit his prospects in the USA. 

Of those hundreds of calls, Rob signed $1.1m worth of new clients. IN ONE MONTH. 

It was brutal. It was exhausting. It was incredibly effective. 

And now Rob was flying 1st Class to LA with a cheshire cat grin, heading to the same business event as me. 
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The Power of Lists

A day later I was having lunch with a guest at this event who is a world-famous marketer, and genuinely 
nice guy. 

Dean makes squillions from various businesses he owns that benefit from his incredible marketing mind. 
He also gets paid handsomely to speak and train business owners at events around the world. 

I was lucky enough to be seated at the same table at the event we were attending and was now chatting to 
him over lunch. 

While everyone at the event was discussing extremely complicated marketing strategies and highly 
technical processes, Dean explained to me his incredibly simple, no BS approach to marketing. It involved 
creating great content and information to generate databases of potential buyers and then gently engaging 
them via email until they were ready to buy. 

It was all about the lists.

Dean explained that he kept things simple because he didn’t actually like to work much and saw no point in 
making things harder than they needed to be.

His approach was a more patient and elegant version of Rob’s brutal, back-to-the-wall strategy. But, like 
Rob, Dean was moving people through a buying funnel and working his lists to generate some seriously 
good revenue. 
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How Todd Made $75,000 in One day

A third person at this event also demonstrated the power of marketing to a list, although a few weeks later. 

Todd is a respected author and business consultant who runs a series of different programs. He’s very 
good at what he does. 

Not long after the LA trip Todd shared a marketing experiment he had just done. Looking to rev up some 
sales for the end of the year, he reached out to his list of Facebook followers and database with a short but 
clear message. 

“I’m looking for 8 business owners with teams doing 
$400k-$3M, who really want to smash a big goal by 
the end of 2018. If that’s you just reply to this and 
I’ll send you some details.”

Todd was offering a 90 day online course for $7500. Ten people signed up that day. A few more signed in 
the next few days. 

Todd was a very happy guy...and I was convinced to change the way I did my marketing.

“
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Testing The Theory

Back home in Australia, I quickly set about testing these new insights and blending them with my other 
proven marketing practices. 

Fortunately I had several businesses I could use as guinea-pigs; two of my own and a couple of willing clients. 

Some trial and error soon led to more refined processes and then a flood of success. 

We’d always been very good at helping our clients grow their businesses with smart, cost-effective 
marketing, but this...this was next level. 

Suddenly I was able to generate prospects and leads on demand. 

It was a pure, predictable numbers game. Certain activities guaranteed more and more prospects, and 
more prospects became more qualified leads, and more qualified leads became more paying clients.

What Rob and Dean and Todd had shown me was that it was all about your list. What I since discovered 
was that it was actually about 2 particular lists and what you did with each of them. 

The rest of this guide takes what I learned from these marketing geniuses and marries it with a thorough 
plan that works for every stage of your business funnel.

I’m confident that following the plan will lead to guaranteed success. 
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Hi, I’m Craig Wilson.

I grew up in a real estate family. My parents owned an agency in 
Newcastle, NSW since I was a young boy. They eventually expanded 
to 6 offices in the region and developed a large industrial estate. 

While I went off to study Land Economy in college, I soon found I was 
much better at the marketing side of things. This eventually led to me 
owning a successful advertising agency and working with numerous 
leading companies in the property industry.

My clients have included: Colliers International, PRD Nationwide, 
Crown Group, Tamaki NZ, Kahawai Point NZ and Providence Ripley 
(Queensland). 

This combination of experiences, plus working with some of the greatest property marketers in Australia 
and the USA, has led to the Residential Listings Accelerator...a proven and amazingly effective process for 
agents to win consistently more residential listings.
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The easier way to guarantee more listings

Imagine if you had an aerial view of the area your agency covers. You can see all the streets and houses. 

Imagine if this aerial shot showed you which homeowners are considering selling in the next 18 months?! 

Now….what if you had a proven process to nurture those homeowners so that YOU become their trusted 
agent when they are ready to sell?!

And imagine if you had an amazingly compelling incentive to convince them to get an appraisal or list with 
you over your competitors?!

Do you think you would have a LOT more listings?

That is exactly what my Residential Listings Accelerator does!

It’s a proven process to help you dominate listings in your area.

1. Identify homeowners who are considering selling in  
    the next 18 months

2. Nurturing them so you become their trusted advisor

3. Offering them an amazing incentive to take the next step
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The 5-Step Listings On Demand Process 

Step 1 – Pick an Area

Pick an area of 500 – 1000 homes in an area you’d like to get more listings. The area 
you pick should meet all the criteria of the types of home you want to sell and ideally fall 
within the one suburb or postcode.  
                      
In step 2 we’re going to be offering residents ‘The guide to XZY house prices’ so my 
favorite choice is to pick a defined community. Something they can easily identify 
with. They are going to be drawn more to a guide for house prices specifically in their 
community than generally for their entire town or region. The narrower the better.

Step 2 - Pick a Media

Now you need a way to reach this community with your desired message. It could be 
as simple and traditional as a letterbox leaflet or as sophisticated as targeted digital 
marketing. 

I find targeted Facebook advertising to be the fastest and most cost-effective way to 
reach a large number of prospects. You can also split test messages and fix mistakes 
quickly for minimal cost.

Step 3 - Create a Mechanism

This is the most important part of the process. You need some sort of mechanism for 
homeowners to let you know that they might be considering selling in the next year or so. 

Most agents go straight for the obvious, “Are you thinking of selling…?” approach. The 
problem here is that the homeowner can sense your self-interest and is reluctant to 
respond. 

A better approach is to offer them information they might find useful, such as a report 
or guide. It’s not about you, it’s about their ideal outcome. All you want at this stage 
is for them to indicate that this is something they “might” be considering. By opting in 
or downloading the right piece of information, they raise their hand and let you know 
exactly that.
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Step 4 - Nurture them

Don’t go straight into sales mode and risk scaring them off. Now is the time to nurture 
them with useful information.

It could be another guide on how to get the best price for their home. It could be an 
email drip with regular updates on the area and property sales. It could be a newsletter. 

Step 5 - Invite them

Not everyone is ready today. Some may never be ready. Your job is to invite them to 
take the next step….whenever they are ready.

Your regular, helpful communications are nurturing them to like and trust you to be their 
expert advisor in the property market. And every communication is an opportunity to 
gently invite them to take the next step. It’s a subtle but substantial difference that is very 
powerful.

Bonus step - Incentivize them

Imagine offering prospective vendors something with very high perceived value in order 
to generate the appraisal or to list with you over your competitor? Something that made 
the whole experience a “dream come true” for them and gave you an unfair advantage 
in the market. Imagine if that highly desirable incentive only cost you a fraction of the 
perceived value but increased your conversion rate through the roof?! 

That’s the power of an amazingly attractive incentive. 

Follow these steps properly and you will be guaranteed to generate listings on demand. 
Month after month after month. 

?



How to start generating listings on demand next week

Ok, so the above steps are fairly broad brush strokes. They work, but it could take you a while to decide on 
and test the best media, mechanism, nurture process and incentives.        
     
But that is where I might be able to help you. I’ve already designed and built the whole process so that you 
don’t need to do a thing. 

In fact, we could possibly have you generating more leads and listings next week. 

Because that is exactly what my Residential Listings Accelerator does!

It’s a proven process to help you dominate listings in your area by,

1. Identifying homeowners who are considering selling in the next 18 months (we’ve got a mechanism 
ready to go)

2. Nurturing them so you become their trusted advisor (we’ll show you the best way)

3. Offering them an amazing incentive to take the next step (something insanely attractive that only 
costs you a fraction of the perceived value)

Exclusivity:
The Residential Listings Accelerator is available to only one approved agent in your 
area. If that’s you, no other agent will have access as long as you’re part of the program.

Let’s Talk
If you would like to see how my Residential Listings Accelerator works….then why not book a no-obligation 
Listings Accelerator Call with me?! We can discuss your market, current situation and a 3 -step plan to 
win more listings in the next month. 

If you like what you hear and if I think that you’d be a good fit for the program, we can lock in your exclusive 
access and start generating more listings sooner. Click the button below to book your call. 

BOOK YOUR LISTINGS
 ACCELERATOR CALL

https://calendly.com/craig-wilson/listings-accelerator-call

